LifeAfter Joins Hands with Xiaomi to Celebrate Its First Anniversary
in Southeast Asia！
Be a real survivor at any of the theme stores and try your luck to win
smartphones!
GUANGZHOU, China, March 5th 2020 -- The English version of NetEase Games’ mobile doomsday
survival game LifeAfter is going to celebrate its first anniversary starting from March 5th in Southeast
Asia. LifeAfter will also collaborate with Xiaomi to host offline celebration events between March 5th
and April 5th in more than 100 Xiaomi stores!

LifeAfter is a doomsday survival mobile game with comprehensive simulated gameplay that’s
incredibly similar to real life. Players are set to face diversified survival scenarios with bad weather,
aggressive monsters and scarce resources. As an ever improving and innovating game in the survival
genre, LifeAfter was rated as the most competitive game in 2019 by Google Play. With over 100
million downloads, it has achieved popularity among young generations since its launch. As the partner
of the LifeAfter anniversary celebration, Xiaomi is an Internet company committed to continuous
innovation with increasing popularity among young people. The joint effort of immersive gaming
experience of LifeAfter and the outstanding smartphones performance of Xiaomi will undoubtedly
bring local players an enjoyment beyond their imagination.
Enter the “Battlefield” Offline, Featuring Hefty Prize Packs

LifeAfter will be offering post-apocalyptic wastelands in over 100 Xiaomi physical stores. The stores
feature LifeAfter-themed artwork and will also provide players with the latest version of LifeAfter for
a demo play-through. Players can experience the struggles of post-apocalyptic survival, immerse in
the beauty of the barren wastelands and the unyielding will to the survival of humanity!
On top of having fun experience, there will also be exciting anniversary lucky draws in all the stores.
Scan the QR code in store to participate for a chance to win a total value of more than $5,000!
Join the Non-Stop LifeAfter x TakeMiOn Activities in Themed Flagship Stores
In the central business districts of Jakarta, Bangkok, and Kuala Lumpur, three of the Xiaomi flagship
stores will be unveiled as LifeAfter pop-up theme stores. These stores will feature realistic on-site
decoration and playtesting machines, transform into real “Doomsday Supply Centers”. Three
“LifeAfter x TakeMiOn” play sessions will take place on March 7 th and March 8th in Jakarta, March
28th in Bangkok and March 28th -29th in Kuala Lumpur in the three theme stores to celebrate the
anniversary!
What’s more exciting is that, Miska University Raid Competition, one of the most popular raid among
LifeAfter players will be held at the event! Players group up in teams of four and register online or onsite to participate in the speedrun challenge of Miska University Raid. Each participant will be
rewarded with special gifts for registration! The winning team will not only receive a bonus limited
in-game package provided by LifeAfter, but also the latest smartphones and other products from
Xiaomi! Before the start of the official competition, popular KOL players invited by LifeAfter will
make a surprise appearance and give a warm-up demonstration match of Miska University Raid,
accompanied by exciting live commentary from the MC to create an audiovisual feast!
Since the launch of LifeAfter, players have grown together by chasing hope and light at this in-game
postapocalyptic world. Thanks to the ever optimizing "Doomsday" experience and the extremely
engaged player community, LifeAfter is able to jump across the barrier that separates online from
offline. The collaboration between LifeAfter and Xiaomi, two brands deeply loved by young people
in Southeast Asia, is bound to send a ripple of fun and excitement through their huge fanbases!
Follow the official social media accounts for the latest updates on the anniversary event:
LifeAfter Official Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/LifeAfter.en/
LifeAfter Official Twitter: https://twitter.com/LifeAfter_en
LifeAfter Official Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/lifeafter_en/
NetEase Games Official Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/NetEaseOfficial/
Xiaomi Official Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/XiaomiGlobal/
Xiaomi Official Twitter: https://twitter.com/Xiaomi

About LifeAfter
LifeAfter is a mobile game depicting the survival of humanity in a post-apocalyptic world. Players
need explore every inch of the post-apocalyptic world, living on with anything available, finding a
place to camp and build a shelter, and encountering other survivors on your scavenging runs. Face it
alone, or survive together! As an innovation in the survival mobile game genre, LifeAfter has achieved
more than 100 million downloads and was awarded as Google Play 2019 Most Competitive Game.
About NetEase Games
NetEase Games is the online games division of NetEase, Inc. (NASDAQ: NTES), developing and
operating some of the most popular PC-client and mobile games in markets including China and Japan.
As one of the world's largest incubators of quality online game content, NetEase Games is dedicated
to supporting the growth of innovative studios around the globe and growing an international presence
along the way. To complement its self-developed games and world-class R&D capabilities, NetEase
Games also partners with other industry leaders including Blizzard Entertainment, Mojang AB (a
Microsoft subsidiary) and other global game developers to operate some of the most popular
international online games in China. For more information, please visit neteasegames.com.
About Xiaomi Corporation
Xiaomi Corporation was founded in April 2010 and listed on the Main Board of the Hong Kong Stock
Exchange on July 9, 2018 (1810.HK). Xiaomi is an internet company with smartphones and smart
hardware connected by an IoT platform at its core.
With the vision of being friends with its users and being the “coolest company” in the hearts of its
users, Xiaomi is committed to continuous innovation, with an unwavering focus on quality and
efficiency. The company relentlessly builds amazing products with honest prices to let everyone in the
world enjoy a better life through innovative technology.
Xiaomi is currently the world’s fourth-largest smartphone brand, and has established the world’s
leading consumer IoT platform, with more than 213 million smart devices (excluding smartphones and
laptops) connected to its platform. Currently, Xiaomi products are present in more than 90 countries
and regions around the world and have a leading foothold in many of them.
In July 2019, the company made the Fortune Global 500 list for the first time, ranking 468th among
all, and 7th among internet companies. Xiaomi is the youngest company on the 2019 Fortune Global
500 list.
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